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Abstract
The Grand-Pré site is a candidate as a World Heritage Site to UNESCO and the
need to document the area has become an important part of the process.
Therefore, four important structures were investigated by dendroarchaeological
means to determine their age and place them in their historical context. The first
two are aboiteaux found in 2009 in one of the possibly earliest area dyked by the
Acadians. The sluices were made of white pine and were dated at 1688 and
1689, a few years after the arrival of the Acadians in Grand-Pré. The date of
another aboiteau found in 2006 was reassessed with the new tree-ring data at
hand and given an age of 1691-2. Finally, the Horton Landing wharf, made
mostly of hemlock timber, was dated at 1887.

Sommaire
Le site de Grand-Pré est candidat en tant que site du patrimoine mondial de
l’UNESCO. La démarche de cette mise en candidature inclut toute l’information
disponible sur l’historique de la région. Ainsi, quatre structures ont fait l’objet
d’une analyse dendroarchéologique afin the les replacer dans leur contexte
historique. Les deux premières structures sont des aboiteaux découverts en
2009 dans une des premières zones à être endiguées par les Acadiens. Les
dalles de ces aboiteaux sont faites de pins blancs coupés en 1688 et 1689. Elles
auraient donc été placées peu après l’arrivée des Acadiens à Grand-Pré. Une
autre dalle d’aboiteau avait été trouvée en 2006 et son âge a été ré-analysée à la
lumière des nouvelles données dendrochronologiques. Cette dalle date de 169192. Enfin, le quai de Horton Landing, fait de pruche (haricot), a donné une date
de 1887.
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Introduction
Because of its unique characteristics as a cultural landscape, Grand-Pré has the
potential to become part of the UNESCO World Heritage List which recognizes
exceptional places considered to have outstanding cultural or natural significance
in the world. Nomination Grand-Pré, the group whose purpose is to submit a
proposal to make Grand Pré a UNESCO World Heritage Site (Nomination GrandPré, 2009) emphasizes the necessity to document the site as an important part of
the process. One prominent feature of Grand-Pré is the dyke system constructed
by Acadians in the late seventeenth century and still operational today. Thought
to be buried in the fields are old aboiteaux (sluice boxes) that were used in the
early years during the gradual enclosing of the marshlands and later abandoned.
One of them was discovered by chance in 2006 (Fowler, 2006) and was dated by
dendroarchaeological methods (Robichaud and Laroque, 2008). It is now on
display at the Grand-Pré Interpretive Center (Figure 1). Two more aboiteaux
were found in 2009 and it was suggested that they also be dated to further
document the site as part of the submission for World Heritage status with
UNESCO.

Figure 1: The 2006 sluice displayed at the Grand-Pré Interpretive Center.
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Another important location within the proposed boundary area of the Grand-Pré
World Heritage Site is the old Horton Landing wharf, located near the Deportation
Cross where the Acadians of Grand-Pré were embarked into boats during the
expulsion. The age of the wharf was unknown but there was the possibility that it
was of Acadian origin (Bleakney, 2004), or at least had integrated some Acadian
elements in its structure (Rob Ferguson, personal communication, 2009). It is
now abandoned and totally submerged at high tide because of the rising sea
level in the area. No matter the age of the structure, it became important to know
where it fit into the history of the region, and so it was proposed that a tree-ring
analysis be performed on the wharf, especially since there was high
dendrochronological potential to find the age of the structure, as pointed out by
Bleakney (2004).
This report presents the results of the dendroarchaeological analysis of the two
Grand-Pré aboiteaux and the Horton Landing wharf, as part of the effort to
document the area and assist in the process of the nomination of Grand-Pré as a
World Heritage Site. Furthermore, new data collected in this study enabled us to
reassess the earlier age of the 2006 aboiteau, and provide a more complete
picture of the history of the region.

The 2009 Grand-Pré aboiteaux
The two sluices of the aboiteaux discovered in 2009 were different than the one
found in 2006. They were much larger and came from trees that were much
bigger (diameter of roughly 60 cm opposed to 25 cm). They both were dugout
and have been squared off although the waney edge 1 is apparent in some
portions (Figure 2). The first aboiteau, found between the Merks and Sterling
fields (named 2009-1), was in much better condition and its parts were moved at
the Grand-Pré Interpretive Center site for cleaning and closer examination. It is
1

Waney edge: “the curved cambial surface exposed by removing the bark, i.e. the last-formed tree ring
before felling, sampling, or death of the tree. In dendrochronology, its presence implies that the sample is
complete to the last year of growth”, Kaennel and Schweingruber, 1995, p. 380.
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12 m long and the interior of the sluice has traces of charring, a practice used to
help preserve the wood. The second aboiteau was also found between the Biggs
and Stirling fields (named 2009-2), 400 m north of the other one and was in very
poor shape. It consists of long broken off slabs that were left in the field. Other
wood artefacts (posts and support logs) were found in the proximity and some of
them were removed and examined more closely for dendrochronologial potential.
The two aboiteaux served a major role in the drainage of the marsh through
Ransom Creek. They lie within the 3rd enclosure from Sherman Bleakney’s model
(2004), one of the earliest areas drained.

Figure 2: Sampling of one of the 2009 sluice. The waney edge is clearly apparent.
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Wood identification of the two sluices illustrates that they were both made from
white pine (Pinus strobus) (Figure 3), the same wood as the 2006 sluice. Species
identification was performed on other artefacts and the results are shown in
Table 1 (Appendix).

Figure 3: Micrographs taken with a scanning electronic microscope showing anatomical features
of the wood from the sluices. Both have structures typical of white pine. The left image is from the
2009-1 sluice and the right image is from the 2009-2 sluice. They both display a ray in radial view
with large window-like pits, characteristic of white pine.

Sampling was carried out the 17th of July and the 2nd of October. Core samples
were taken using a manual increment borer on the 2009-1 sluice as well as a
wedge that was cut out with a reciprocating saw on a section which had the
waney edge. For the second aboiteau (2009-2), a cut using a bow saw was
made of a whole cross section that had the waney edge present. From the posts
and support logs, disks were also cut with a bow saw. Cores were carefully
placed in plastic straws and disks were put in plastic bags, then labelled and
taken back to the lab to dry.
The cores were glued on grooved wooden mounting canes. Mounted cores and
disks were progressively sanded with sandpaper of increasingly fine grain to
expose the annual ring-growth patterns. The annual rings were measured using
a 24 inch movable Velmex Stage hooked up to a digital encoder to an accuracy
of a 1/1000 mm. Raw data were captured by J2X software and put into standard
tree-ring decadal format and then standardized with the use of ARSTAN software
(Holmes et al., 1986).
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The average ring widths of the new sluices were 0.60 mm (2009-1) and 1.10 mm
(2009-2) and the maximum ring count for the sluices is 166 and 144 respectively.
The 2006 sluice had narrower (average 0.47 mm) and more numerous (274)
rings. The average ring width of trees living in forests from the Maritimes is
typically between 1 and 2 mm, but can be higher or lower for individual trees,
depending upon the growing environment. It seems that the Grand-Pré trees are
on the lower end of growth rates and were probably felled from closed canopy
old growth forests. The other artefacts had fewer rings (30 to 50), and were
deemed not as suitable for dendrochronological analysis. The one exception was
the cedar post from Ransom Creek (Appendix, Table 1) that had 150 rings.
Since the dating of the 2006 sluice, a new white pine reference chronology was
developed from the Halifax Government House (Pickard et al., 2008), which has
greatly improved white pine crossdating in the region. In this study, it allowed for
successful crossdating of the sluices. By comparing the Halifax reference
chronology with the sluices (Figures 4 and 5; Appendix, Tables 1 and 2) it
provided the following results: 2009-1 sluice, 1689; 2009-2 sluice, 1688, thus
shortly after the first arrivals by the Acadians in the early 1680s (Brun, 2003).
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Figure 4: Mean standardized ring-width curve of the sluice (in red) compared to a white pine master
chronology from Halifax House (in black). The felling date of the 2009-01 sluice sample is 1689.
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Figure 5: Mean standardized ring-width curve of the sluice (in red) compared to a white pine master
chronology from Halifax House (in black). The felling date of the 2009-2 sluice sample is 1688.

Reassessment of the 2006 aboiteau sluice
In 2006, the MAD Lab could only take one sample from the sluice found at
Kennie’s Field. At the time, it was compared with a reference chronology still
under construction, not an ideal situation to perform dendrochronological
analysis. Since then, improvements of the original white pine reference
chronology and the construction of a new white pine series with the sluice
samples allowed for a reassessment of the date of the 2006 aboiteau sluice.
Graphs below illustrate the comparison of the curves from the 2006 sluice with
the improved Halifax House white pine reference chronology (Figure 6) and with
the 2009-1 sluice chronology (Figure 7). The visual pattern match is excellent
and is confirmed by the statistical crossdating assessment from COFECHA; the
new assessment places the cutting date at 1694, adjusting the former
assessment by a few years (1686). However, statistics from COFECHA also
strongly suggest that there are two or three rings too many at the terminal end of
the 2006 sluice. The last 30 rings from the sluice were extremely narrow (less
than a tenth of a millimetre) and difficult to distinguish; it is not surprising that a
potential measurement error could have been made in that area of the wood. We
therefore suggest a new terminal date for the 2006 sluice at 1691-2. This date
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actually seems to better fit earlier evaluations of the age of the site and also
suggests that it was made in the same short time period when the two new
aboiteaux from this study were constructed.
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Figure 6: Mean standardized ring-width curve of the 2006 sluice (in red) compared to the improved
white pine master chronology from Halifax House (in black). The felling date of the 2006 sluice sample is
now thought to be 1691-1692.
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Figure 7: Mean standardized ring-width curve of the 2006 sluice (in black) compared to the 2009-1 sluice
(in red). The felling date of the 2006 sluice sample is 1691-1692.
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Fowler (2009) suggested the possibility that the 2006 sluice could have been
used as a culvert because of its position in the dyking system and because it was
overlain by remnants of a road. Our new data points out that the 2006 sluice was
laid in 1691-2, three or four years after the field was dyked as suggested by the
dates of the 2009-1 (1689) and 2009-2 (1688) major aboiteaux. The 2006
sluice/culvert may have been added after the field was dyked when ground
conditions became more suitable for road construction accross the newly drained
area.

The Horton Landing wharf
Near the Deportation Cross commemorative site at Horton Landing on the
Gaspereau River lies an old wooden structure of an unknown age that once
served as a wharf (Figure 8, left). It is now completely submerged at high tide,
which implies it was built when the sea level was lower. This supports the
hypothesis that it could be very old, perhaps of Acadian origin. Bleakney (2004)
emphasized that it holds high dendrochronological potential and, indeed, the
large calibre logs (most over 40 cm in diameter), display rather long ring
sequences (over 100 years). The potential data source and the historical
significance associated with the structure, make it potentially very good
dendroarchaeological material.

Figure 8: Left – view of the wharf at mid-tide. Right – front view of the wharf.
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In July 2009, 17 logs were sampled at low tide and processed for
dendroarchaeological analysis. Most logs in the structure had a waney edge but
several logs were difficult to assess because of mud and the presence of algae
on the samples (Figure 8, right). Wood identification revealed that all logs were
from hemlock trees (Tsuga canadensis) (Figure 9), except one that is aspen
(Populus sp.) (Figure 10).

Figure 9: Micrographs taken with a scanning electronic microscope illustrating anatomical
features of sample 09IS006. The left image is a radial view showing a ray with transverse
tracheids and parenchyma cells with piceoid and cupressiod pits. The right image is a tangential
view. Absence of resin canals is one distinguishing feature of Tsuga and none were observed on
the samples or on the tangential sections.

Figure 10: Micrographs taken with a scanning electronic microscope illustrating anatomical
features of sample 09IS005. The left image is a radial view showing features on vessels typical of
Populus sp. The right image is a tangential view showing uniseriated rays and simple perforation
plates on the vessels.
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Crossdating was completed with a live chronology of eastern hemlock from Cape
Breton (d’Entremont et al., 2007). Average Pearson correlation between the
Cape Breton and the Horton Landing wharf standardized chronologies is
significant (0.392) at a position in 1887 (Figure 11). The cutting date for two
samples is 1849 (09IS013 and 09IS016; see Appendix, Table 3) while several
others have cutting dates or outermost rings concentrated between 1883 and
1887 (Appendix, Table 3).
3
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Figure 11: Mean standardized ring-width curve of the wharf (in red) compared to an eastern hemlock
master chronology from Cape Breton (in black). The end date f the wharf chronology is 1887.

We attempted to verify if sections of the wharf had been built and/or repaired at
different periods as Bleakney (2004) suggested. No tendencies seem to emerge
according to dates of the logs and their position in the wharf (Appendix, Table 4),
although we don’t have dates on longitudinal logs on the northeast edge where
Bleakney proposes there were some later additions. The two older logs might be
recycled wood and most of the frame was put in place in the late 1880s. In any
case, the structure does not date to Acadian times.
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Conclusion
The dendroarchaeological analysis of the Grand-Pré sluices illustrates felling
dates in 1688 and 1689 and suggests construction of the aboiteaux in the late
1680s. Reassessment of the 2006 sluice places a felling date at 1691 or 1692,
very close to the other two aboiteaux. They are all within the 3rd enclosure from
Bleakney’s model and might be part of the same dyking system. The early dates,
very close to the first arrival of the Acadians, support the suggestion that the
Acadians initiated the dyking of the marshes in the center and worked out from
there to the edges.
The Horton Landing wharf is a comparatively much younger structure and was
most likely built in the late 1880s. According to local land owner Mrs. Betty Curry,
the wharf was originally located upstream on the Gaspereau River, but was
rebuilt in this location after a railway bridge was constructed around 1866, cutting
off access to the former wharf from the sea.
The dating of these prominent structures of the Grand-Pré area emphasizes the
long history of the site and the fact that many interesting elements of different
periods are still well preserved and available for the public to view with possibly
more to be discovered. Hopefully, one of the 2009 sluices or at least parts of it
will be preserved because it has interesting and unique features highly
representative of a major and early aboiteau water box.
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Appendix

Table 1: Grand-Pré aboiteau in Merks Field (2009-1).
Sample
number

Outermost Crossdated Cutting
ring
interval
date
2
status
09JS001a cookie
spruce
support terminal
not
log
ring
crossdated
09JS001b cookie
spruce
support terminal
not
log
ring
crossdated
09JS002a core
white
sluice
several
1521-1616
pine
rings
missing
09JS002b core
white
sluice
several
1534-1616
pine
rings
missing
09JS002d core
white
sluice
several
pine
rings
missing
09JS002e core
white
sluice
several
pine
rings
missing
09JS002f
core
white
sluice
several
pine
rings
missing
09JS002ha wedge
white
sluice
terminal
1537-1689
1689
pine
ring
09JS002hb wedge
white
sluice
terminal
1560-1689
1689
pine
ring
09JS003a cookie
fir
support terminal
not
log
ring
crossdated
09JS003b cookie
fir
support terminal
not
log
ring
crossdated
09JS005*
cookie
cedar
post
terminal
not
ring
crossdated
* This cedar post is not associated with the aboiteau but was collected from the
road bed running over Ransom Creek. It could indicate the presence of an
original Acadian road.

2

Sample Species Object
type

Outermost ring: last visible growth ring of a sample. Terminal ring: in this report, used as synonymous of
waney edge but specific to the ring itself.
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Table 2: Grand-Pré aboiteau in Stirling/Biggs Field (2009-2).
Sample
Sample Species
number
type
09APS001a cookie
white
pine
09APS001b cookie
white
pine
09APS001c cookie
white
pine
09APS001d cookie
white
pine
09APS001e cookie
white
pine
09JS004
cookie
spruce

Object
sluice
sluice
sluice
sluice
sluice
post

Outermost
ring status
one missing
ring
terminal ring

Crossdated Cut
interval
date
1561-1687
1688

several rings
missing
several rings
missing
several rings
missing
terminal ring

1553-1632

1594-1688

1546-1617
1562-1643
not
crossdated

Table 3: Horton Landing wharf samples.
Sample
number
09IS001
09IS002
09IS003
09IS004
09IS005
09IS006
09IS007
09IS008
09IS009
09IS010
09IS011

Species Outermost ring status

Cutting
date

close to waney edge
close to waney edge
terminal ring
terminal ring
1885
close to waney edge
several rings missing
several rings missing
possible terminal ring
(1863)
terminal ring
1887
terminal ring
1887
3
unknown ; one ring not
measured
09IS012 hemlock unknown; seven rings not 1692-1834
measured
09IS013 hemlock possible terminal ring
1719-1849
(1849)
09IS014 hemlock several rings missing
1752-1868
09IS015 hemlock unknown
1706-1865
09IS016 hemlock possible terminal ring
1713-1849
1849
09IS017 hemlock close to waney edge; one 1720-1885
ring not measured
* insignificant correlation with master chronology; visual crossdating only

3

hemlock
hemlock
hemlock
hemlock
aspen
hemlock
hemlock
hemlock
hemlock
hemlock
hemlock

Crossdated
interval
1714-1882
(1800-1883)*
(1847-1883)*
1690-1885
(1847-1883)
1798-1875
1733-1849
1710-1863
1713-1887
1690-1887
1694-1840

Unknown status: beam is muddy and covered with algae.

1688
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Table 4: Horton landing wharf – position and date of beams.
Sample Position in wharf
number

orientation

position

09IS001 longitudinal 4th beam from
northwest side
09IS002 transversal 5th row from front
09IS003 longitudinal between 5th and 6th
row from front
09IS004 transversal 4th row from front
09IS005 transversal 8th row from front
09IS006 longitudinal towards the back and
near southeast side
09IS007 longitudinal furthest towards the
back, near southeast
side
09IS008 longitudinal towards the back and
near northwest side
09IS009 longitudinal near southeast side;
sampled at middistance from front
09IS010 transversal probably 5th row from
front
09IS011 transversal front row
09IS012 transversal front row
09IS013 longitudinal southeast side
09IS014 longitudinal southeast side
09IS015 longitudinal southeast side
09IS016 transversal front row
09IS017 transversal 2nd row

Crossdated Cutting
interval
date and
(estimated
cutting
date)
level
from
top
2nd

1714-1882

(1882-87)

top
4th

(1800-1883)
(1847-1883)

(1883-87)
(1883-87)

6th
top
top

1690-1885
(1847-1883)
1798-1875

1885
(1883-87)

top

1733-1849

3rd

1710-1863

(1863)

top

1713-1887

1887

top

1690-1887

1887

5th
3rd
3rd
5th
top
top
top

1694-1840
1692-1834
1719-1849
1752-1868
1706-1865
1713-1849
1720-1885

(1849)

1849
(1885-87)

